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Hey y’all!
Welcome to the Center-Stage! If you’re a young person of color in America, you’ve
probably spent a lot of time thinking about how your life is different from that of
others, just because of the color of your skin or where your family is from. Whether
that’s in the ways that you interact with other people, think of your own life, or
understand the community around you, there’s just something about being not white in a
super white country that forces us to think about ourselves. Some might call it selfabsorbed, but here at Center-Stage, we think that it’s hella important to put ourselves
in the center of conversations, especially about issues that affect us and especially in
a country where it is so easy to talk about black and brown people, without ever
actually including us. Feminists, black feminists to be precise, have argued for mad long
that people of color have knowledge that can progress societal conversations, but aren’t
acknowledged because their perspectives are not seen as important. Patricia Hill Collins
says that Black women’s standpoint is based on their oppression, and so the knowledge
they produce is does the work of like empowering people to resist domination (447).
We hope to do the work of resisting domination in Center-Stage, and to do that, we
address the topic of respectability politics in this issue. We’ll explain this better in the
articles, but to quickly summarize: Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, a Black woman, first
came up with the term, to explain the logic behind why Black women distanced
themselves from the aspects of their communities that they thought were bad for their
prospects. At the time it made sense, and even still does sometimes, since it’s a legit
way for Black women to garner respect in white spaces. Audre Lorde explains that
“[f]or in order to survive, those of us for whom oppression is an American as apple pie
have always had to be watchers, to become familiar with the language and manners of
the oppressor, even sometimes adopting them for some illusion of protection" (Lorde 289).
In our times, though, some scholars and activists have come to question why
respectability politics is even a thing, like why is it that white people get respected
for just being white while we gotta put on a costume to get the same respect. The
fact of the matter is that we are always forced to act white because white people
cannot understand us as we are Maria Lugones and Elizabeth Spelman say “[w]e
cannot talk to you [white people] in our language because you do not understand.” The
scholars argue that it’s more than just having to put on an act for respect, it’s about
white people not taking an effort to learn about us, and then making us have to
pretend to be more like them.
We hope that this magazine is a space where we can share knowledge about
respectability politics so that we can act accordingly, and grow from the knowledge.
This magazine was inspired by our own experiences. We’re not scholars or experts, but
we were in the same place as you probably are, just a few years ago and we wanna
share the things we’ve learned with people we imagine are younger versions of ourselves.

Much Love,
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Not You Telling Me To
CaLm DoWn:
WHAT ARE RESPECTABILITY POLITICS?
BY BASIMAH CURRY

Hey love! Let’s talk about a concept that you probably know, even
without knowing its name. The term is--drumroll, please-respectability politics. It’s basically when people of color change the
way they act to fit in with (and gain approval from!) white people. It’s
not that hard to explain, as you probably know someone who does
this. The science and reasoning behind it, though, are a little harder.
BEFORE WE START, HERE ARE SOME TERMS THAT ARE USED IN THE ARTICLE:
AAVE- African American
Vernacular English. Aka
“ebonics” or “Black
English.”

Acknowledges the
unique pronunciation
of certain words and
sounds, grammer,
slang etc. that many
Black people use as
valid language, and not
just uneducated talk.

BIPOC- Black Indigenous
People Of Color

This term recognizes Black
and Indegenous people as
being especially
oppressed now and
throughout history, but
that’s not to downplay the
oppression faced by other
people of color.

Patriarchy

Eurocentric

describes a
government system
and society that
functions by giving
men the most power,
while seeing women
and young children as
secondary or less than

white focused

Let’s get into it, shall we?
E. B. H.

Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, an award winning scholar and a current professor at Harvard
University, first coined the term “politics of respectability” (aka “respectability politics”) in
1993 with the publication of her book Righteous Discontent: The Women'sMovement in the
Black Baptist Church, 1880-1920. She explained that “respectability...signified class and
status differentiation between those who exhibited its definitional criteria and those who
did not…[P]olitics of respectability, especially as defined by proper gender roles for women,
marked differences of social status within the working class itself.” In other words, BIPOC,
especially women, embodied a more “respectable” lifestyle to distinguish and elevate
themselves from their peers. Even though the term was originally used during the height of
the Black feminism movement, it has been adopted and adapted by other feminists and
institutions.

Continue reading at next page >
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Dictionary.com defines respectability politics as:

STAGE

How can elements of respectability politics show up in
high school culture? In order to be seen as more

“A set of beliefs holding that conformity to prescribed

intelligent, professional, and respectable by white

mainstream standards of appearance and behavior

people, BIPOC are often encouraged to:

will protect a person who is part of a marginalized

Wear their hair straight (mimic eurocentric styles)

group, especially a Black person, from prejudices and

instead of natural or braided styles, which are seen

systemic injustices. Black respectability politics

as unkempt

embraces the illusion of a level economic playing field.

Lower their voice and/or eliminate their use of

Respectability politics place blame on groups already

AAVE, which is seen as aggressive and/or

hindered by discrimination” (Dictionary.com).

unprofessional.
Dress conservatively so as not to be seen as

As the definition says, this behavior is a method for

“ghetto” or promiscuous

protection and survival. Historically, Black people who

Like mentioned earlier, there is reasoning behind why

blended in with whites were left alone and more likely

BIPOC intentionally act in ways consistent with the

to hold jobs in white spaces. The same is true for

dominant, eurocentric culture. I’ve gathered words

younger people, as a Black boy who pulls his pants up

from two prominent feminist scholars who’s work

may still be stopped by the police, though he probably

aligns with the concept.Audre Lorde (1934-1992), who

won’t get treated as badly as one who dresses like a

described herself as a Black, lesbian, mother, warrior,

“thug.” Or, a Black girl who straightens her hair might

poet, discussed many idea related to respectability

still be discriminated against in a college interview,

politics. In her 1984 piece, “Age, Race, Class, and Sex:

but she’ll probably have a better chance at being

Women Redefining Difference,” she explained how

accepted than one with dreadlocks. Choosing to

there is a “mythical norm” in America that is often

assimilate, rather than act in ways consistent with

defined as “white, thin, male, young, heterosexual

“negative” stereotypes, is a strategy that BIPOC use to

(straight), christian, and financially secure” (290).

be successful in a society that caters to white

BIPOC tend to blame our differences from the norm as

people.Here is a more detailed definition from a

the primary reason why we are oppressed, and

journal titled Gatekeeping and Remaking:The Politics

therefore put our efforts into masking those

of Respectability in African American Women's History

differences (Lorde 290). Of course most BIPOC can’t

and Black Feminism by Paisley Harris:

pass as white, but by adopting a white middle-class
person’s typical clothing and lifestyle, along with the

“African American's promot[ed] temperance,

other characteristics mentioned above, BIPOC can

cleanliness of person and property, thrift, polite

achieve success and “acceptance” in white-dominated

manners, and sexual purity....Respectability was part

spaces. With said success often comes financial

of ‘uplift politics,’ and had two audiences: African

security (in the form of raises or promotions), access

Americans, who were encouraged to be respectable,

to better resources (such as schools or health

and white people, who needed to be shown that

insurance), and friendships with white people (rather

African Americans could be respectable” (Harris 213).

than enemies)—which is why respectability politics is
used as a survival method.Lorde further explained

Let’s break down Harris’s interpretation of

that it’s easier for white women to believe if they are

Higginbotham’s theory, and highlight its implications.

good/ pretty/ sweet/ quiet enough, they can coexist
with patriarchy in peace since their only difference

Temperance, or self restraint, implies that BIPOC

from the mythical norm is gender (291). This isn’t the

are inherently over indulgent

case for BIPOC of any gender, as race will always be
on display. However, we still try to align ourselves

Cleanliness of person and property implies that

with the beliefs and practices of the mythical norm to

BIPOC are inherently (seen as) dirty

survive and thrive in a patriarchal and racist
society.Moving on to the second feminist scholar, Alice

Thrift implies that BIPOC are inherently wasteful

Dunbar Nelson (1875-1935), was a poet, journalist,
and political activist. In her piece, “The Negro Woman

Politeness implies that BIPOC are inherently rude

and the Ballot,” she discussedthe situation Black

and misbehaved
Sexual purity implies that BIPOC are inherently
promiscuous

women were in six years after being granted suffrage
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(think: late 1920s).
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Her ideas can be related to respectability politics, and

Know what you want from the conversation

how it gives a false sense of equality and acceptance.

Identify your feelings

She argued that Black women were fooled and blinded

Pick a good time to talk

by false promises that suffrage would fulfill (Dunbar

Try not to argue or whine, and be open to the

Nelson 86). Some Black women assumed that the

possibility of not reaching an understanding right

ability to vote would solve all of the systemic racism

away

and sexism that they had faced for centuries. Of
course, that wasn’t the case, as racism and sexism still
exist in society today. Just to be clear, though, Black
people have been elevated since being granted
suffrage, but the same underlying reasons for
oppression still exist and being allowed to vote didn’t
change that. The same idea can be applied to BIPOC
embracing respectability politics. BIPOC can fall into
the belief that adopting a more eurocentric and
“proper” lifestyle will solve all of our problems, but
that belief fails to acknowledge that our race will
always be a factor used to oppress us in some way—
no matter how white we look and act. Again, though,
just to be clear, this mentality has not been entirely
misleading; the logic behind it is slightly flawed, but
still understandable.
To close, I want to be explicit in that the purpose of
this article was not to sway you in one way or the
other regarding the “good” and “bad,” or even the
“effectiveness” of respectability politics. Rather, the
goal was only to inform you of the term, why the

Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham

practice was adopted, and how these practices can be
present in your own environment.Here’s some food
for thought; reflection questions that can help you be
more intentional with your future decisions:Some
experts say that if you feel that your self-esteem is
impacted by experiencing the scenarios we talked
about earlier in this article, you should try asking
yourself,
Why do I feel pressured to meet these eurocentric
standards of social acceptance?
How can I be more intentional with my choice to
opt in or out of some aspects of respectability
politics?
How do different aspects of my identity align with
or differ from the mythical norm?
In what ways do those aspects make me more or
less privileged than others?
If you wish to confront authority figures, whether that
be your boss, teacher, or family members—really
anyone who may encourage or enforce “respectable”
behavior that you question or wish to move away from
—here are tips on how to do so from D’Arcy Lyness, a
child psychologist:
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Getting woke with Gerson
Sanchez

By Devin Cata

If you are a teenager on social media, then you have definitely seen the people
posting activism and sharing social justice content, especially right now, in a time
where it feels like you have to have posted a black square or get cancelled. Wait a
minute-- what is social media activism? This type of content can look like memes,
videos, TikToks, art, flyers, infographics, and more. In addition, all of them generally
aim to educate and mobilize viewers about social justice issues like climate change,
racial injustice, women’s rights, and more. While some people like to judge online
activism as just people trying to look woke and flex their knowledge, social media
and activism actually can work very well together, especially for the youth. Because
young people are so connected to social media, it is a good way for them to spread
information, stories, fundraisers, petition, voter registrations, and more, which all
serve as ways to encourage youth, and people of all age groups, to find ways to
organize to make social change.

One of the most notable examples of
this is creation of the
#BlackLivesMatter hashtag by Patrisse
Khan-Cullors, Alicia Garza, and Opal
Tometi. This phrase “is an ideological
and political intervention in a world
where Black lives are systematically
and intentionally targeted for demise.
It is an affirmation of Black Folks’
humanity, our contributions to this
society, and our resilience in the face
of deadly oppression.” This hashtag has
been used millions of times on social
media as a tool to share and spread
awareness about the police violence
and racial inequity and discrimination
against Black people in America.
Outside of social media, it has also
been used in events like protests,
demonstrations, speeches and more.
On social media, there are thousands
of accounts out there who create
social justice related content. In fact,
you or some of your friends might
already stan of some of these accounts.
We are here to introduce you to one in
particular.
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Meet Gerson Sanchez
Gerson is currently a First-Generation PhD candidate in Higher
Education at Florida International University. His doctoral research
is focused around “the ways race, class, gender, and sexuality work
in relation to political activism” (Linkedin).
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However, on social media Gerson is
most known for his work with
Woke Wednesdays.Woke
Wednesday is a multimedia
platform that centers around
creating content on social justice
issues. Woke Wednesday’s work
varies from posting memes, tweets,
short videos, and quotes to hosting
a live, one-two hour show with
different co-hosts to discuss a
variety of topics “regarding race,
class, gender, sexuality, capitalism,
and/or other issues pertaining to
oppression.” Also, Woke
Wednesday serves as a space for
community organizing by sharing
different activist organizations and
information on political events and
organizing. Because of Gerson’s
work and dedication to creating
social justice content in order to
educate, create awareness, and
empower people, we want to
discuss his work and educate
readers more on respectability
politics, so here’s a talk we had with
him:
Interview with Gerson Sanchez:
Q: How do you define respectability
politics?
A: I guess I have always understood
respectability politics (RP) as a way of
policing the self. As an attempt to
shape our behaviors in a way that will
be acceptable to those in a dominant
position (e.g. white, straight, men,
upper class, etc.)
Q: How have you in your personal life
combatted and/or conformed to
respectability politics, especially
regarding your intersecting identities?
A: My family is from Nicaragua, but I
grew up in North Carolina. I think
throughout my life I understood RP as
a survival tool. That is, if I can behave
in a particular way, then that might
keep me safe. I remember baggy jeans
was a thing when I was in high school
(I graduated 2006). And my mom
didn’t like me wearing baggy jeans
because I looked a particular type of
way, particularly to white people and
probably even police. In her mind,
wearing less baggy clothes was a way
for me to be more palatable for those
in a dominant position.

CENTER STAGE

Q: How have you dealt with
stereotypes and the pressures to
perform or act in a specific way in
your work?
A: I think we all deal with those
pressures in one way or another,
even straight, white, rich, men. We
are all constantly bombarded with
messages and images of what it
means to be an acceptable human in
our society. I think now that I’m
older, I’m more comfortable with
trying to be me (whatever that
means). I remember that last year,
out of nowhere, I decided to paint
my nails. I used black paint and
would only paint like 3-4 nails.
Dudes for the most part didn’t care.
Interestingly, it was usually women
who always had something to say,
whether positive or negative. I just
kept on doing my thing and didn’t
really care. I painted my nails for like
4 months and then I was over it (that
takes too much work).
Q: Why do you think some people
believe/invest in respectability
politics? This can be people in
general or you can relate it to a
community or communities you
identify with.
A: As I mentioned before, I think for
some, we see it as a tool for survival.
This most likely speaks to the
unfortunate positions that we are in,
particularly when we talk about
systemic forms of oppression. On
the other hand, I think RP is also
used as a weapon to keep those in
the dominant class in check in some
capacity. So for example, when
Black women go to a job interview,
the interviewer isn’t necessarily
telling her that she needs to do her
hair in a particular way. In fact, how
would the interviewer even tell the
Black woman this, they have never
met. Typically what we see is that
Black women will already do their
hair in a way that will conform to a
certain type of RP in order to be
deemed more “presentable.” I think
this highlights another aspect of RP.
That is, the way we police ourselves
prior to the interaction in order to
be understood as less “problematic.”
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Q: What are the benefits and
challenges to combating and
conforming to respectability
politics?
A: Any time we challenge forms of
oppression there will be backlash.
Benefits are that in the long run,
people will not have to deal with
certain forms of RP. But I think RP
will probably continue to exist in
one way or another. I do think
however, that one of the biggest
backlashes to combatting RP is
probably death. As I stated earlier,
my mom didn’t want me to wear
baggy jeans because she wanted me
to survive.
Q: For some people, conforming to
respectability politics is a survival
mechanism in a lot of ways. How
would you communicate to those
who are very anti-respectability
politics the complex relationship
different people can have with
respectability politics in their daily
lives?
A: I’m not sure that I would
communicate it to them. But if I had
to, I would probably point out the
way they too engage in RP. Like I
said, we all engage in it in some
capacity. There is onescholar, his
name is Michael Kimmel and he
does work around masculinity and
homophobia. He argues that
homophobia is not necessarily the
fear of gay people. Rather, in the
case of straight men in particular,
homophobia has to do with the
constant fear of not being deemed
masculine enough by other men. We
might understand this as a form of
RP. In other words, the constant
policing of the self in order to be
seen as “masculine” is a way of
engaging in a politics so one may be
more acceptable in our society.
Q: Can you tell us a little more about
you and your online work and
presence with Woke Wednesdays?
A: I started WW on January 25,
2017. I had just started my doctoral
program and Trump had just been
elected president. I saw this
moment as a way to share the
knowledge I was learning in the
classroom.
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A: (cont.) You know, it’s interesting,
many people always refer to WW as
a “platform.” I’ll hear things like,
“you have such a big platform, I wish
I had a platform like that.” But what
people don’t see is that I started
WW with 0 followers. I was
consistent and now, over 4 years
later, the platform is what it is today.
I don’t have any kids but WW is like
my child. I am very dedicated to
social justice issues. I don’t always
get it right, in fact, humans are more
complicated than they are simple.
Nevertheless, in spite of our flaws,
we continue to try to be a force for
good, and I guess that’s what WW is
in a nutshell.
Q: How do you go about creating
your work on Woke Wednesdays
and what inspires your content?
A: It used to be a repost page.
Anything good that I saw I would
simply repost is. But a few months
ago, a good friend told me, “Gerson,
you always have something to say
about everything, how bout you just
post it instead of being a repost
page.” I didn’t realize how much I
had to say. Lol…so in the past few
months, everything I post is me
speaking and addressing issues. I
usually speak about what makes me
mad or angry. I actually think anger
is a keycomponent of activist
culture. Anger can be an emotion
that propels us forward to do
activist work, whether for good or
evil.
Q: Are there any tips you would
offer to young people who are
pursuing a similar career path as
you?
A: I’m not really sure what my
career path is. Lol. I am very first
generation. I actually didn’t know
what graduate school was until a
few years ago. I also hated reading
growing up, I thought it was racist. I
thought it was racist because
Spanish was my first language. I was
in ESOL (English for speakers of
other languages) until almost 6th
grade. I had a hard time learning
English. And despite this, teachers
would make me read out loud in the
front of the class, I hated it.

A: (cont.) But somehow I stumbled
across videos of Cornel West on
YouTube. I was fascinated by his
brilliance. I remember that I wanted
to speak like him. So I ordered his
books and started reading. I haven’t
stopped since. So maybe that is my
career path, books. Lol…I would say
equip yourself with all the
knowledges that you can and see
where life takes you from there.
CONCLUSION
Gerson is very committed to his
work with Woke Wednesday and
spreading awareness and educating
people on social issues. Considering
this, he is very intentional to provide
a deeper understanding of the
topics he talks about online,
especially on his show.
However, oftentimes on the
internet, social justice issues can
become very polarizing. The risk of
being cancelled for not performing
in a particular way is always present.
This can be true when it comes to
discussions of Respectability
Politics online. The first time I was
exposed to this topic was through
the phrase “Respectability Politics
won’t save you.” In fact, this was the
only argument I have ever heard
about it. Most people that I have
seen on the internet are very
against Respectability Politics. They
argue that no matter how
respectable Black people act, they
are still at higher risk of systemic
violence and death. No matter how
white we act, BIPOC people are still
subjugated to violence.
Despite its criticism, Respectability
Politics serves a very real purpose.
As Gerson has stated, it is a tool for
survival. During the era of lynch law
in America, Ida B Well-Barnett
shares that Black people in America
were murdered and lynched largely
because they were perceived as
criminals. Therefore, Black people in
America would do whatever they
could to not be murdered. Though
the circumstances are different, the
same principle applies today.
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As Gerson has shared, his mother did not want him wearing baggy jeans out of fear
of how the police would see him. People still change the way they look and their
behavior in order to move more easily through the world.
Managing this reality and advocating for social change can be a very tricky situation.
Some argue marginalized people must actively fight for and take their rights. As
Susan B. Anthony states “We throw to the wind the old dogma that the government
can give rights” (98). When it comes to social activism, challenging Respectability
Politics can have certain benefits, as Gerson states, seriously challenging help in the
long run as, “people will not have to deal with certain forms of RP.”
The ways in which some people choose to participate in their political and social
activism can differ. For some people, that does include employing respectability
politics. For example, one article exclaims that 93% of Black Lives Matter protests
have been peaceful. For some people, they believe that showing Black Lives Matters
protests as peaceful is worth spending time on to gain more supporters.
Most things in life are never completely black and white. As this interview shows,
Respectability Politics is a very complex phenomenon and different people interact
with it in very different ways. However, it is always important that when engaging in
activism online, we fully understand these terms and what they mean. In addition,
when consuming social justice content, it is also good to look for accounts like
WokeWednesday that are dedicated to providing thorough education and providing
deeper discussions. Be woke like Gerson!

Follow Gerson and his work on
facebook and instagram
@WokeWednesdays
He also has a website
at
wokewednesdays.org

CENTER STAGE
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ITS THE
MISOGYNOIR
FOR ME?
For many of us, the term misogyny means
nothing; we haven’t heard it and it sounds
like some of that feminist stuff up in the air
stuff. I want to tell you right now, you’ve
probably either experienced or participated
in it. Okay, hear me out. Have you ever
watched a movie with a Black woman and
been like “damn she’s annoying” or “does
she fr have to be that loud” or “she’s really
the mammie in this”? Have you ever asked
yourself whether the way Black women are
shown in a movie or TV show makes them
seem caricatured? If so, you’ve definitely
thought about misogyny, even if you don’t
know much about it. Misogynoir is a term
to describe how Black women experience
misogyny and racism in mass media or
popular culture (Bailey & Trudy). This is
term created was created by Moya Bailey, a
queer Black woman who is an assistant
professor at The Northeastern University.
Bailey explains that she was inspired to
define misogynoir when she had to deal
with the struggle of trying to explain the
racial visual violence she was seeing in
popular culture throughout history. Prior to
Bailey coming up with misogynoir, there
was no word to describe the harm done to
Black women when TV shows and movies
show them as sassy, annoying, obnoxious,
loud, angry, or ghetto.
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By Mar Wilson
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In addition, she discovered how stereotypes that

Despite, the term “Misogynoir” not being used during

circulate in the media can make their way into how we

the 1800s, many consider Sojourner Truth is recognized

learn about things, and how we exist in the world in

as an earlier “feminist” who spoke on the treatment of

general. Bailey and Trudy argue everyone participates in

Black women in the society.In thinking about the theme

misogynoir to some capacity, even Black women.

of this issue of Center-Stage, respectability politics, it is
important to know that misogynoir and respectability

Scholars of the Black Burn Center argue that Black
women are often portrayed within these four categories
in the media: “the sassy Black woman, the angry Black
woman, the strong Black woman, and/or the sexual
Black woman.” The angry Black woman is any woman
who is aggressive, loud, rude, or makes men feel
emasculated. Some examples in the media are Pamela
James from the TV show Martin, Rochelle from
Everybody Hates Chris, and Candy from Pose. The sassy
Black woman is characterized as a woman who has a
quick tongue, who tells it as it is, and who is completely
confident (to the point of self-obsession) in who she is.
(Braxton, 2018). In addition, some say that The Sassy
Black Woman is portrayed for comical reasons and are
usually on their own. For instance, The twins, Sky and
Jazz from Grown-ish , Samantha White from Dear White
people, Cookie Lyon from Empire, Violet Jones from
Nappily Ever After and Madea. The strong Black woman
is portrayed as a woman who has super-human strength
to tackle the adversities that she faces, immune to
obstacles & pain, and self-denying caregivers to their
community and household, and a selfless helper (The
Take). For example, Electra from Pose, Tiana from

politics are not two completely different concepts.
Misogynoir, and the effects of it on the way that people
look at and interact with Black women can, and does
influence the way that Black women have to exist within
the world. In addition, Mitsuye Yamda explains that
women of color are often having to choose between
their ethnicity or womanhood. As we can see, Black
women seem to come across obstacles in which they
have to assimilate to be accepted.
According to many scholars, misogynoir has a lot of
negative consequences on Black Women, and I want to
talk about those here. At the University of Virginia,
Seanna Leath explains that the burden of strength
placed on Black women could harm Black women's
mental, emotional, and physical health. She says that
Black women are forced to act a certain way because of
the way that the media portrays them, this usually looks
like them being strong in the face of all of life’s
challenges, and taking on all the hardships. Research
reveals since Black women are expected to embody
strength constantly, that when they are unable to do so,
they feel obligated to isolate themselves. In addition,

Princess and the Frog, Olivia Pope from Scandal,
Albileen from The Help, and Okoyo from Black Panther,

research done at the Ferris State University say that the

Miranda Baily from Greys Anatomy, Annalise from How

Sexual Black woman (aka Jezzebel) portrayal often leads

to Get Away Murder, and Celie from The Color Purple.

to the objectification of Black girls. Overall, many say

Then we have the sexual Black woman (aka Jezebel) is

that these stereotypes lead to Black women's

described as a woman who uses her body to influence

experience being undermined and their pain being

men and navigate life, who are animalistic in their

denied (Anyangewe). Rather it’s the trauma she may

desires and sexually driven. For example, Cardi B,

have or may experience, her mental health, and any

Megan The Stallion, Prudence from Sabrina, Tiana from

other obstacles she may face in life. These are just a few

Empire, Halle Berry from Cat Woman, Beyonce and

examples and influences that Misogynoir has affected

Rihanna. These are just a few categories of many that
reveal how Black women are portrayed in media and
popular culture. In addition, consider that not all Black
characters fall into these categories, but oftentimes,
characters are portrayed as being more than one of
these, so it might be a little hard to identify which one
of the stereotypes a character might appear as.In
addition to Black woman being portrayed within the four
categories above, when we read “Ain’t I a Woman”
speech by Sojourner Truth. We could see themes where
the treatment of Black women in society is being
questioned and articulated. That speech was shared in
1851 which could show the continuous analysis on the
treatment and portrayal of Black women today.

Black women, understand that this is not all of
them.Thinking about misogynoir is in a lot of ways
depressing, but it’s not all bad out here; there are
scholars and activists who are working against the
negative impacts of it. One way misogynoir is being
addressed is that media companies are opening to the
stories of Black folks being told in the Media by Black
writers, directors, and actors (Al Jazeera English, 2020).
By allowing this, folks say it holds space for the
audience to see the complexity within a Black woman's
identity and lets Black women share their stories. This is
one of many examples.Misogynoir is used to describe
the racism that Black women experience in the media.
Some have participated in Misogynoir rather consciously
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or unconsciously. However, Misogynoir is present
everywhere in media, movies and so forth.

CENTER STAGE

It doesn’t have to be that way, and I hope that we can
collectively work against it in the future. I hope that our
generation is one that builds upon all the work that’s
already been done by the likes of Moya Bailey in order
to reverse the harm that has been done by decades of
portrayals of Black women in the media.

A world with no misogynoir is possible. I really believe the Combahee
River Collective statement when they write, If Black women were free,
it would mean that everyone else would have to be free since our
freedom would necessitate the destruction of all systems of oppression

-Moya Bailey
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